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About This Game

Many centuries ago, a princess kissed a frog and transformed him into a handsome prince. Unlike the fable, they never ended
happily ever after. It is rumored that the Frog Prince is still alive and now roams the deserted path in the Black Forest, capturing

unsuspecting visitors. When the chancellor's daughter goes missing, you are sent to investigate her disappearance. Journey
through the deserted forest in Dark Parables – The Exiled Prince, an eerie Hidden Object Adventure game!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Bonus Adventure
Immersive atmosphere

Fantastic gameplay
Extra Puzzles
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P.S. Beware of the Positive Reviews that are less than 3 hours. This is a long game. Look at the times of the other revews.

I got this because I wanted to play the whole series in order and it seemed that the one game braker was fixed according to some
reviews. Some of the later ones Dark Parables are very good. This one is difficult and at one point I really did think it was
broken, but managed to finish it in the end.

Pros:
1) beautiful art work
2) Nice story
3) Nice music
4) I actually like the story, and now that there is a Bonus game is a very nice lead into the next in the series, The Snow Queen.
5) A very very good Strategy Guide with important items in Bold Caps to make finding things easier.

Cons:
1) NO fast travel map - there is a map and it will show where the HOSs are, which is nice, but that is it.
2) It is very very easy to miss picking up something you will need later. And then you HAVE to go the Strategy Guide.

Some of the voice action is not up to the graphic standards of the game. Just sort of meh.

Warning:
The HOSs are really really hard to see. I play a lot of these types of games and this one can be really hard - but they are all very
beautiful and well worth the effort.

I just finished replaying the entire game a second time with the new update/bonus chapter and must say I really enjoyed it very
much - even with the map issues mentioned above. A major part because of the beautiful graphics which are such a pleasure and
the sympathetic story. I do like it when there is no Evil Master but only people being people. Am planning on buying the entire
series, so my rating has been changed from a moderate thumbs down to a very definate thumbs up.. This game is the second in
the Dark Parables series and it starts to develop a general presentation that would eventually be carried over the series, like the
maps that informs you where there’s still things to be done. The story is simple: the daughter of an ambassador and her
bodyguard went missing on the woods, a place known for the sightings of the malicious exiled prince. The Fairy Tale
Detective’s job is to locate the girl and uncover the truth.
Here we find out that the prince was the brother-in-law of the princess in the previous title, Briar Rose, and married to the
princess Ivy. This story is going to be important and have significant ties throughout the entire series.
Gameplay-wise, the puzzles and what has to be done aren’t as intuitive as in the later titles and the game still didn’t inform the
players about the cursed objects, the small morphing objects that when found will speed up the recharge of the hints button. The
bonus chapter also has one of the worst Hidden Object Scenes in the entire series.
Otherwise, the enjoyable story is this game’s strong suit and a must play if you want to keep up with the series. The events and
plot elements from this one go as far as the 15th game in the series.. hello bigfish games

i got problem is hidden object area at frontof swan ptincess place to look crank handle pieces but one of pieces are missing i try
hint or guide but is there when i look is not there.. Good job from Blue Tea games and Dark Parables series as always! although
not as colorful and a bit repetitive compared to its amazing sequels, The Exiled Prince still has an intriguing story and a lot of
beautiful objects to find.. Soooo much better than the 1st one.

For one, it works on a HD monitor. (My biggest bugbear about earlier HOGs.)

For two, even though all the HOGs are the same 'find lots of random shapes that make up stuff' (which I don't really like, tbh),
they are at least colourful scenes with decent contrast. When I gave up and resented to using a hint it was "How did I not spot
that???" rather than the "HowTheF could I have found that?!?" from the first game.

The characters and story seem a lot more vivid.
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There is a map. (Of sorts; I still spent a lot of time wandering about randomly, as the hint system really doesn't help all that
much; it tells you the overall goal, but often that's completely misleading as it says nothing about the steps you need to achieve
it.)

There are much better HOGs out there now, but this is such a big improvement on the 1st (dreadful) installment that I
tentatively recommend it if you are a completionist.. This game is my second game in Dark Parable series and I love it. The
fragment object scenes aren't easy and sometimes the objects are hard to find. There are puzzles from easy to quite challenging
ones.

Pros
+ Great gameplay
+ well done cutscenes
+ fabulous graphics
+ excellent music background
+ good voice acting

Cons
- map wasn't useful. I just purchased the entire Dark Parables collection and am playing them in order. The Exiled Prince is the
second in the series. Just a note- you really do not need to play Curse of Briar Rose before this one. There is only one mention
of a character in the game and it has nothing to do with the rest of the story. Everything in this game improves greatly from the
first and I would honestly recommend this one as a good place to start. It's an enjoyable HOG. Definitely recommended for
those who like fantasy/fairy tales and easy-going games.. I have purchased this game as have other's but there seemes to be a
problem at the end of chapter #3 i have sent in a letter but as yet have not heard back or had it fixed.. One of my favourite
games from the Dark Parables series! I absolutely love the artwork and the dark reinterpretation of the frog prince fairytale. I
also really liked the way the bonus game connects this game to the next one.. Just started. Good quality HOG, more on the easier
side. However, it is set in the Black Forest which bugs me tremendously. I am from the Black Forest and every time my home is
mentioned I cringe. Why didn't they just set it at a random imaginary place, or one, that at least makes sense considering the
story is very broadly based Grimm's Fairytale....
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A fairy tale story full of hidden object puzzles of the type where you find pieces of an object. Puzzles run from easy to difficult.
There are a few other types of puzzles that are a nice variation from the norm. Overall a decent puzzling experience. Graphics
and music are nice.

Warning: In a couple of the hidden object puzzles, two pieces are matched to the wrong clue images. That is, when you find one
of them, it erases the other one's clue. If you don't notice, you'll have a really hard time finding the other one.

Expect around 6 hours or so of gameplay, including the bonus chapter, which is pretty short and leads into the next game. Buy it
on sale for best value.. This is the second game in the Dark Parables series and in terms of story is a lot better than the first
game. At the very least, you get more scenes and can figure out more connections to the first game. The story of Dark Parables
has always been the series' strong point.. In one of the item search scenes there is a piece missing which makes it impossible to
progress in the game.. One of my favourite games from the Dark Parables series! I absolutely love the artwork and the dark
reinterpretation of the frog prince fairytale. I also really liked the way the bonus game connects this game to the next one.. I'm
having the same issue as everyone above. In the HOS for the Elegant Crank, the final piece is missing and therefore unclickable,
stopping progress in the overall game. Please fix or let us know if there a fix for this coming soon? I am enjoying this series and
would like to get my money's worth in this game.
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